
Other Design Options
At Eco Essence Homes we understand that
you may want to tailor your home to suit your
needs with optional Eco Essence Homes
extras or custom design requirements.

Discover how enjoyable your design and
building experience can be with Eco Essence
Homes. Contact us today to book in for your
free design and build consultation.

Build with Comfort

Inspired by our Pacific range of homes with a hint of barn house, The Charlotte is a space you will call 'home'.
Across a single storey, she boasts an open plan living space that extends from opposing wall of the house with
a seamless extension of an exterior timber decking, which wraps around to the front porch and detailed with a
sheltered pergola. A starkly beautiful feature unique to The Charlotte is the sizable triangular symmetrical
windows that sit at the pitch of the ceiling above the kitchen, allowing stunning northern light to fill up the living
space especially during winter when the sun rides low. The generous kitchen layout and island bench seeks
connecting views across the deck and through the living space, which is centralised around a stone fireplace.
This entire space has been designed in mind to optimize crossflow of natural breezes through the home to
providing a breathable cooling system and the exposed rafters are a nod to the architectural structure of
traditional Pacific bungalows. Polished concrete flooring further aids in creating a thermal mass system where
heat from the sun can control the temperature within the home. An elongated breezeway stretches from the
main living and branches off to a media room retreat, master bedroom, and additional two bedrooms at the
front end of The Charlotte, an accommodating lifestyle for majority of homeowners.
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